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Brief Introduction
Motivation：Does CSR lead to value creation and, if so, in what ways?
Aims and objectives：investigate whether superior performance on corporate social
responsibility (CSR) strategies leads to better access to finance.
Main results： firms with better CSR performance face significantly lower capital
constraints.

Literature review: the link between CSR
and capital constraints
Thesis：firms with better CSR performance face lower capital constraints.

ü better stakeholder
engagement
ü limiting the likelihood of
short-term opportunistic
behavior
ü reducing overall contracting
costs .

ü more likely to disclose their
CSR activities to the market
to signal their long-term
focus
ü differentiate themselves.

Literature review: Contribution of the paper
• Investigates the relation between capital markets and socially responsible firms by
focusing on the critical impact that CSR has on idiosyncratic firm capital
constraints.
• Based on a broad sample of firms originating from 49 countries.
• Considering other forms of capital constraints beyond the cost of equity or debt,
including the inability to borrow, the inability to issue equity, the dependence on
bank loans, or the illiquidity of assets.
• Highlights the important role that capital markets play in evaluating the potential
for long-run value creation by firms that adopt CSR strategies.

Empirical analysis: Data and key methods
• Dependent variable: the KZ index of capital constraints
• All firm-level data were collected from Worldscope
The paper uses their regression coefficients to construct the KZ
index for each firm year, consisting of a linear combination of
five accounting ratios: (1) cash flow to total capital; (2) the
market to book ratio; (3) debt to total capital; (4) dividends to
total capital; and (5) cash holdings to capital.
Higher values of the KZ index imply that the firm is more
capital constrained .

The KZ-Index (KaplanZingales Index) is a relative
measurement of reliance on
external financing. Companies
with a higher KZ-Index scores
are more likely to experience
difficulties when financial
conditions tighten since they
may have difficulty financing
their ongoing operations.

Empirical analysis: Data and key methods
• Independent variables: measuring CSR and the Thomson Reuters ASSET4
dataset
ü a panel dataset from Thomson Reuters ASSET4 for 2,439 publicly listed firms during the period 2002
to 2009.
ü use the annual environmental, social, and corporate governance scores to construct a composite CSR
index for every year and each focal firm.
ü In particular, the variable CSR Index is the equally weighted average of the social, the environmental,
and the governance score for the focal firm for every year in their panel dataset.

Empirical analysis: Data and key methods

Empirical analysis: Data and key methods
• Construct measures and test empirically for the two hypothesized mechanisms —
stakeholder engagement and CSR disclosure: both variables are significantly related
to capital constraints in the predicted direction.
• Importantly, the results remain unchanged when they use the introduction of ESG
(environmental, social, governance) ratings as a shock to CSR performance and
subsequently investigate changes in the CSR index and capital constraints for a
paired sample of firms.

My plan
• Research question: The relationship between ESG Investing and Portfolio
performance and diversification
• Data: (narrowed down to cases from China)
ØThomson Reuters: ESG rating scores
ØWind: accounting data, stock return data
ØBloomberg: stock return data

Thanks for watching!

